
NL PURE

ONE WITH
 NATURE

US

8x42, 10x42, 12x42

+VIEW. ONE WITH THE MOMENT.
The largest -ever f ield of view with almost indiscernible
edges allows you to experience nature as never before
 – and immerse yourself in the moment.

+DETAIL. ONE WITH PERFECTION.
SWAROVISION technology guarantees stunning images
with incredible color f ideli ty, making i t easy to identi fy
every single detail .

+SHAPE. ONE WITH YOU.
The NL Pure has been designed to f i t  perfectly into your
hand. I ts revolutionary ergonomic shape guarantees
relaxed viewing, even for prolonged periods.

+COMFORT. OBSERVE WITH EFFORTLESS EASE.
Thanks to the forehead rest, you can comfortably
observe for hours.
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SKU       36008        36010              36012
UPC       708026360084 708026360107    708026360121
Availabil i ty September 1, 2020



LARGEST FIELD OF VIEW
The largest field of view to date (477 ft @ 1,000 
yds) depending on the model – revolutionizes the 
viewing experience. Thanks to this extraordinarily wide 
field of view with barely perceptible edges, the NL Pure 
provides a very natural observation experience that 
allows you to immerse yourself in what you see. It is 
available in 8x42, 10x42, and 12x42 variations. This 
large field of view combined with the compact design 
of the binoculars and superb ergonomics takes the 
viewing experience to the next level. This has been 
achieved through continuous improvements to the 
optical system, including designing a space-saving 
mechanical concept. The highest standards of quality 
are achieved through consistent adherence to minimum 
manufacturing tolerances.

SWAROVISON 
ULTIMATE OPTICAL PERFORMANCE

NEW MECHANICAL 
CONCEPT
Keeping friction to a minimum was the key when working 
on the focusing mechanism. Precision threads and optimum 
surfaces all play their part in ensuring easy mobility. A new 
mechanical system has been designed to position the 
focusing mechanism in the binocular’s revolutionary 
ergonomic housing. NL binoculars also use the proven 
magnesium technology to ensure maximum ruggedness 
combined with lightweight.

FRP FOREHEAD REST
Thanks to the FRP forehead rest (available as an acces -
sory) the NL Pure guarantees you stay comfortable, even 
when observing for long periods. The forehead rest 
can be adjusted so that your view is lined up perfectly. 
Since there is such a significant increase in stability 
using the FRP forehead rest with the NL Pure, in most 
instances the user will not need a tripod for viewing over 
long periods of time especially with the new 12X model.

UNCOMPROMISING 
IMAGE DEFINITION

Field flattener lenses deliver 
an almost flat, completely 

distortion-free image – 
right up to the edges.

ULTIMATE OPTICAL 
PERFORMANCE

Pin-sharp contours, high-contrast and true-to-
life images: you can make out every single 

detail for quick and easy identification.

MAXIMUM 
COLOR FIDELITY

Innovative lens coatings provide 
excellent color rendering with high 

light transmission.



- UCS universal comfort strap
- FSB functional sidebag
- Eyepiece and objective lens cover
- Soap & brush kit
- Microfiber cloth
- Strap loop connector
- Cover for steel rings (when detaching the objective lens

cover)

- FRP forehead rest NL Pure
- WES winged eyecup set
- BGP bino guard pro
- BSP bino suspender pro
- FSSP floating shoulder strap pro
- UTAs universal tripod adapter
- CS cleaning set
- VPA variable phone adapter + AR-B adapter ring for

binoculars

SUPPLIED WITH ACCESSORIES

The UCS universal comfort strap prevents fatigue thanks 
to its ergonomic design and wide neck section. Whatev-
er the weather, your comfort is ensured through the use 
of performance materials such as mesh, which regulates 
moisture and provides excellent ventilation. The UCS uni-
versal comfort strap is a classic webbing strap that can 
be quickly and intuitively adjusted to the length you need 
via a quick-lock clasp on each side. As with the EL series, 
it is fit ted to the binoculars via a bayonet catch. Strap 
loop connectors (supplied as standard) also make it pos -
sible to at tach normal straps to the bayonet catch.

UCS UNIVERSAL COMFORT STRAP

The NL Pure binoculars are stored on their side in the new 
FSB functional sidebag, so they are at your fingertips and 
ready to use as soon as you reach into the bag.

FSB FUNCTIONAL SIDEBAG

SOAP & BRUSH KIT
A soap & brush kit is supplied for cleaning the 
armoring on the housing. Close the covers on the 
eyepiece and objective lenses. Moisten the brush and 
apply the soap using circular movements to gently 
clean the housing. Then rinse the NL Pure with clear 
water and dry it carefully. Regular cleaning extends 
the life of the product.



TECHNICAL DATA

NL PURE

Magnification 8x 10x 12x

Effective objective lens diameter (mm) 42 mm 42 mm 42 mm

Exit pupil diameter (mm) 5.3 mm 4.2 mm 3.5 mm

Exit pupil distance 18 mm 18 mm 18 mm

Field of view (m/1,000 m) / (ft/1,000 yds) 159 m (477 ft) 133 m (399 ft) 113 m (339 ft)

Field of view (degrees) 9.1° 7.6° 6.5°

Field of view for eyeglass wearers (degrees) 9.1° 7.6° 6.5°

Field of view, apparent (degrees) 69° 70° 71°

Shortest focusing distance 2.0 m/6.6 ft 2.0 m/6.6 ft 2.6 m/8.5 ft

Diopter adjustment left/right ± 4 dpt ± 4 dpt ± 4 dpt

Diopter correction at ∞ > 5 dpt > 5 dpt > 5 dpt

Interpupillary distance 56-74 mm
2.2-2.9 in

56-74 mm
2.2-2.9 in

56-74 mm
2.2-2.9 in

Light transmission 91% 91% 91%

Approx. length* 158 mm/6.2 in 158 mm/6.2 in 158 mm/6.2 in

Approx. width** 131 mm/5.1 in 131 mm/5.1 in 131 mm/5.1 in

Approx. height** 71 mm/2.8 in 71 mm/2.8 in 71 mm/2.8 in

Approx. weight 840 g/29.5 oz 850 g/30.0 oz 840 g/29.5 oz

Optical coatings: SWAROTOP, SWARODUR, SWAROBRIGHT · Functional temperature: -25°C to +55°C (-13°F to +131°F)  · Storage temperature: -30°C to +70°C 
(-22°F to +158°F) · Submersion tightness: 4 m (13 ft) (inert gas filling)

US 06/2020 We reserve the right to make changes regarding design and delivery. 
We accept no liability for printing errors. All the specifications given are typical values.

* with lowered eyecups
** at interpupillary distance of 64 mm (2.5 in)

8x42 W B 10x42 W B 12x42 W B




